
PART III: CONSOLIDATION AND FISSION: THE FOUNDING OF TAMAN

rite de passage. But by way of P. Rambut Siwi, the Griya, which alone is responsi-
ble for the temple and does not depend on any other associations or social groups,
becomes the focus of a temple festival into which large parts of the population are
integrated. This is to say, every six Balinese months, Griya Delodpeken becomes a
ritual center unlike any other in Intaran/Sanur. Next to the main altar for Rambut
Siwi is a shrine for Batu Madeg; this deity is associated with Abian Timbul and
documents this connection to the second ruling dynasty. P. Rambut Siwi has assisted
the oldest Griya of Intaran to attain nearly the same weight and meaningit had at the
time of Gusti Kepandean.

Consolidation and Fission: The Founding of Taman

Pura Agung has a central function as the place of assemblage and communal wor-
ship of gods and deified ancestors, as pengangglup merana as a ritual draws people
together on a set date for joint activities. Both the P. Agung, as the temple of the
ruler, and the P. Bale Agung with pengangglup merana are also measures of politi-
cal centralization which the new local prince introduced. At the time of Arya
Sentong, there seems to have been only limited centralization. Pemendaan (in con-
nection with Sakenan), with P. Batur as a center, may have been the most important
integrating ritual then. Otherwise, banjar and temple associations seem to have been
largely autonomous, since they were only loosely integrated into more complex SyS-
tems of organization.

We do not know how long this 'consolidating phasc' lasted. During this phase,
however, the environment, with its architectural components and the socio-religious
topography, was adapted to the new social reality. But even after the reorganization
of the temple system had come to an end, Intaran did not reach a standstill. The
various groups of the village repeatedly underwent major and minor changes of an
endogenous as well as exogenous origin. The most enduring changes can be seen in
spatial additions and refashionings. In most cases, part of it is also reflected in the
construction of new temples, which are an expression of social dynamics.

In the Griya Delodpasar, this social dynamic developed at a time when the dy-
nasty of Abian Timbul had already established itself. It is said that this occurred
seven generations ago. ^

There was a disagreement between two brothers which finally ended in an open
fight. One brother moved away to begin an independent future. He asked for ad-
vice and support from the local sovereign. Abian Timbul did not want to let the

I5 If we assume approximately 25 years per Brahmana generation, we can place this around 1800.
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